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Abstract

A towed body for carrying an echosounder transducer is described.
This towed body is mounted with a Simrad split-beam transducer
and cl small CTD sonde. The body is towed at speeds up to 12 knots
from the front deck of the research vessel DANA and this system
enables a stable position of the body at 2 meters depth below
surface. The towed body is 10 meters away from the ~hip just in
front of the bowwave.

Un corps remorque pour porter un transducteur echosondeur est
decrit. Un Simrad transducteur faisceau fendu et une petite
sonde CPT sont attaches sur le corps mentionnp.. Le corps est
tire avec une vitesse jusque a 12 n~uds du pont avant du na
vire de recherche DANA, un systeme permettant une position
stable du corps a une profonder de 2 metres sous la surface.
Le corps remorque se trouve a 10 metres du navire droit de
vant l'onde de l'avant.
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Introduction

The Danish Institute for Fisheries and Marine Research has con
centrated i ts hydroacoustical work towards su'rveying of the
Skagerak, Kattegat and Baltic areas. The main target species is
herring, and the central technique is hydroacoustical echointe
gration.

The western pare of the Kattegat, the Western Baltic, and the
Belt Sea (subdivision 22), and the Sound (subdivision 23) with
average depths of 20 - 30 mare hardly accessible to hydroacoust
ical integration with the Danish research vessel Dana with its
draft of more than 6 m and lenght o.a. of 78 m. Since the trans
ducers on Dana dre hull mounted, and ringing is noticeable for
about 10 msec after the transmit pulse, actual integration can
not give reliable figures for approximately the upper 15 m of
the water.
Furthermore Olsen et al (1982) documents avoidance reactions by
fish in ranges 50-100 m away from a vessel in horisontal direc
tions, adding to the dubiety of integration results obtained at
close range.

Based on previous good experience with d towed body constructed
to be used from small vessels in a mobile hydroacoustic system,
Lassen and Lundgren (1984), the Danish Institute for Fisheries
and Marine Research, decided to construct a towed body (an "echo
fish") for the Dana which should be dble to go stably at a depth
of 2-3 m below the surface. The towed body should run along the
side of the ship in front of ehe bow wave.

The system was constructed in the spring of 1985 and put into
operation in August - September 1985.

The towed body is mounted with a Simrad 38 kHz split beam trans
ducer and a small CTD-sonde.

Towed body

The towed body is constructed from glassfiber reinforced plastic
and is partly filled with polyurethane foam. The lenght is 2.10
m and the weight is about 200 kg. including transducer and CTD
sonde. In water the towed body has a slight positive buoyancy.
( see fig. 1).

A hydrofoil fin is mounted at the fore of the towed body. This
fin drags the towed body away from the research vessel, and at
the same time it stabilizes the towed body to pitch by dragging
the towed body down below the surface waves. Through tilting
the fin and adjusting the wire Ienght and the speed of the ves
seI, the towed body can be positioned at various depths (2 - 8 m)
and distances away from the research vessel. Thö hydrofoil drags
the towed body outwards to an angle of about 10 .
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The towed body is stabilized to roll. This stability IS achieved,
because the centre.of gravity and that of buoyancy are separated
~hus creating a restoring moment for the tilted hull. .

Since the forces on the fin anddrag through the wire and depen
dent on the speed through the water and the restoring moment to
roll is not, the towed body is only starble up to 12-13 knots de
pending on sea state, wind force and direction ana the course of
the vessel relative to the waves.

To make the towed body running along the side of the ship in
front of the bow wave, it is towed from a hydraulic crane on the
front deck. With the crane arm stretched, the towing point is
brought to a distance of 4 meters outside the shipside. (fig. 2).
The crane isaIso used for handling the towed body to and from
the deck.

The tow wire is a 15 mm diameter, 12 conductor, armed cable,
Rochester Design C-310.Cross-section is shown in fig. 3. The
cable is spoled onto a hydralic winch with sliprings. The winch
is mounted on the mainarm of the crane to avoid problems. with
twisting and bending the cable.

Acoustical system

The towed body ~s mounted with a Simrad 38 kHz split beam trans
ducer, and the echo integration is performed with a 38 kHz Simrad
EK400 echo sounder as transmitter which ~s connected to the trans
ducer through a Simrad ES400 split beam system.
An overview of the acoustic system ~f R/V DANA is given in figure
4.

Conductivity - Temperature - Depth Sonde.

The towed body carries a low precision (0.05 0 C, 0.05 mS) CTD
sonde. (fig. 5). The thermometer is a Pt 100 sensor, the conduc
tivity sensor is of electrode ~ypeand the depth transducer or
membrane type with semiconductor sensor. The unit is selfcon.
tained with amplifiers, digitiser and microprocessor and needs
only a 15 V DC supply current. The da ta from this sonde are
transmitted through ~he armed cable as sequental ASCII charac
ters on a low speed high current (100 mAl loop circuit to a~

void disturbances rrom the transmit pulses. The data are con
ver ted to V24/RS232 levels in a receiving box.

Calibration

Calibration of the system was done using the copper sphere
technique. The towed body was mounted on a triangular rig,
(fig. 6) and the copper sphere was placed In the acoustical
axis of the transducer at a distance of about 12 m.
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Performance

The towed body system was used under the Swedish - Danish hydro
acoustical survey in the Kattegat, Skagerrak dnd the Western
Baltic in August ~ September: 1985.

The towed body was able to run stable in a depth of 2 - 2.5 m
below the surface at speeds from knots up to 11 - 12 knots in
a distance of 10 meters from the ship side, which gives 40 - 50
% longer integration track during the same survey period since
the integration speed possible with the hull mounted trans
ducer is only 8 knots.

Some unstability of the towed body was observed, when the wa
ves were interfering with the bow wave, but the unstability
disappeared, when the speed was lowered.

The ringing after the transmit pulse declined to 4 msec, which
made it possible to start integration in a depth of 5 - 6
meters below surface.

Some measurements of the passive noise on the transducer is
given in table 1.
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SPEED COURSE RELATIVE WAVE NOI S~ WIND
TO SEA HEIGHT Vp

KNOTS DEGR. m mV m/s

12.5 290 1-1 .5 30 8

11.0 11 11 11 11

9.0 11 11 11 11

11 360 11 39 11

11 90 11 11 11

11 180 11 38 11

11 270 11 38 11

11. 7 270 11 38 11

• 12.0 360 11 39 11

90 3911 11 11

12.0 180 11 39 11

15.0 360 11 40 Towed Body
11 90 very unstabil11 11

Table 1. Messurements of pasive noise on the transducher.
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Fi g. 1 Towed Body.
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Fig. 2 Overwiev of the Towed Body System.
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CROSS SECTION DESCRI PTION

[LEHEN! A (4 TSP Units)

•
.100"

.'106"

.050"

.126"

.054"

.132"

.J

INSULArED CONDUCTORS (8)
021 A\,lG, 19/.0063" Dare Copper
.010" \,lall PP .

CADLING (4 Twisted Pairs)

TAPE (4)
Polyester Tape

[LEHENT B (4 Units)

INSULATED CONDUCTORS
021 AWC:J97:Ö063" Dare Copper
'.012" Wall PP

llJ.J~-,:--T---DELT (4)
.GD)" \,lall Imr.::

;:V:;::'./-!,,-+-f-- SERVE
i130 AWG, .010" Bare Copper
Void HUed

1__--.:C~I~lA.:..:R::.A::::.CTERISTICS (Horn. Valucs)

,,7. IN AIR:

iJREAKING STRENGTlI:

528 I bs. /Kft CADUHG ASSEtlBLY

>26,000 IbsC.'-CENTER CORE (1)
Nylon Nonafilament .055"

vOI.TAGE RATING: 600
,

, C. RESISTANCE:
021 AIIG---

\TTEtlUATION:

2AI'ACITANCE:

OUTER J.AYER
Elements A with Elements B

<15.6 Oluns/Kft. in interslices. Void filled.

<2.8 db/Kft.~TAPE
i;;;lyester Tape

<24 Pf/ft'L

~
~~~~" Wall IlDPE

ARtlOR
Double layer of .052" SG'EXIPS

}'InST ARHOR (24)

SEcmm ARHOR (30)

.318"

.324"

.384"

.488"

.592"

•
Pfl[PAHED )rt../

.JGINU[l

[UGItJE Ul

sj."jr3 TITLE:

DATE

6/23/83

12 -CDR .• OCENWGRAPIII C SI GNAL,
0111. AtulOR

NUMUlK

ES A300310
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F i g. 3 Cross-section of Towing Cable.
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fig. 4 Overwiev of the hydroacoustic system of R/N DANA.



Fig. 5 CTD-sonde mounted in the Towed body.



6 Calibration Rig.


